In this paper, the client control system designed for infringement blocking system development. 
Introduction
Current cyber hacking and privacy spill continues and a variety of information and communication technologies to the development of a security breach, accident and attack methods evolve further. KISA reported 18,937 cases damages for malicious code and hacking incidents received 18,126 cases are being investigated in the year 2012 in November according to November 2012 Internet attack trends and analysis monthly [1] . A web site to access concealed malicious code when the user directly by typing the URL in the web browser to search for information, or induction of malicious code, such as security breaches occur through the use of the web hard, the first user can be preventable through DNS control access to the web site [2, 3] . Therefore, in this paper, the client control system designed for infringement blocking system development. In order words, infected with harmful files on your computer by using a user-centered information systems development and security through the design of a control system using DNS control firewall client access to the site randomly for acts that can block the underlying solving techniques. Shown in Figure 1 infringement blocking DNS server module is applied as proposed solutions to the internal DNS IP information requested user information and real-time information of the request passed to the DNS control firewall policy settings and automatically check for normal access procedure sallow access to the normal [4] . In addition, against illegal access to the defined DNS query access without blocking. Blocking the illegal access to information about the site, collect the security team and the CERT team passed to the analysis of the client control system has been designed with a sophisticated system can handle security technology. 
Infringement Incidents Status
Looking at the statistics on domestic security threats [5] , as shown in Table 1 , the last in November 2012 according to data from Internet Security Response Center received the year November 2012 hacking incidents of domestic handled 18,126 cases, damage reported malicious code 18,937 cases. As shown in Figure 2 and report [6] , the number of hacking incidents received treatment since 2005 has reduced, but the damage reported malicious code since 2008 continue to increase. Malicious Bot infection rate 0.52% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.8% 0.68%
Figure 2. Security Infringement Incidents Processing Statistics (2003~2011year)
Look at overseas trends, security vendor McAfee according to the march 2012 quarter threats report [7] were aggregated URL worldwide in the third quarter of 2012, the threat of malware and phishing sites separated by the total number of 43,400,000 cases. This is an increase of 20% compared to the second quarter of 2012, and 23700000 represents the URL of the domain name than before up to 5% increase. In addition, domain handsome newly discovered threats URL monthly average 2,700,000 cases is the number of unique IP address, and 110,000 cases distinct domains, such as the threat of a new trend also was announced [8, 9] . Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows per month in 2012 newly discovered threats, the increasing rate of the URL and phishing sites. Production of malicious code in recent years, additional attacks, disseminate very made it easier, variant exponentially more. Web site access these threats and malware infections accordingly customer information leaked confidential information leaked by a malicious hacking or industrial espionage, the company's internal staff, such as using a computer crime has skyrocketed [10, 11] . But specific threat cannot just to control the security system because it blocked breaches through the 100% perfect. In other words, the security system can allow open access path is required to work for only blocked infringement perfect difficult. In addition, through surveillance, detection, detect breaches through bypass techniques, such as intrusion detection IDS also widely known for obvious abnormal behavior patterns or detection because there is a limit [12] [13] [14] .
Figure 5. DNS Service Flow According to Client Request
Therefore, in order to fundamentally solve them is absolutely necessary to control the behavior-based user-centric form only. For this purpose, in this paper requested internal user of a reliable IP to DNS information internally defined and the results of the request, the information in real-time intrusion prevention system and passed to the device (DNS Control Firewall), we automatically set the policy, and the normal were allowed access to normal
Design and Analysis of DNS Control Firewall
In this paper, the client control system designed to develop the next-generation system of block infringing. In order words, the client control system designed using DNS reliability of the system control block for evolving and diverse security breaches in advance for block module. Design of the client control system was classified as Dynamic intrusion prevention system module design, embedded domain name service system module design, Interlocking DNS service module design and Cert & Analysis module design.
Design of client control system using DNS control firewall is normally Query information about the results of the DNS information Interlocking block is the core technology that allowed for the respondents performed.
Step 1: Dynamic intrusion prevention system module with the results of DNS requests generated and has a dynamic policy was generated during the destruction process for tracking the user's session through the process of being destroyed.
Figure 6. Dynamic Intrusion Prevention System Module Diagram
Step 2: Embedded domain name service system module is own hardware resources to be occupied by the various services that are used by the operating system by removing all DNS service availability to ensure maximum.
Figure 7. Embedded Domain Name Service System Module Diagram
International Journal of Smart Home Vol.7, No. 5 (2013) Step 3: Interlocking DNS service module is DNS query sniffing through the results for the normal requestor to determine the response. Next, Dynamic intrusion prevention system generate part of the policy to create policies to be applied to the system dynamic intrusion resulting value. Interlocking DNS service module is embedded server socket tunneling communication internally to DNS service system, and a dynamic intrusion prevention system design.
Figure 8. Interlocking DNS Service Module Diagram
Step 4: Cert & Analysis module is part of that development to take advantage of the resulting information processing to second as possible as a variety of information provide and information processing. Also, the system was developed to maintain the security of the latest design through the automatic update.
Figure 9. Cert and Analysis Module Diagram
Web site to access the user when using a browser to run for illegally planted illegally outside the browser is blocked through DNS server the configuration module design and apply, Inspection from a trusted primary DNS blocking. Requested internal user's trusted secondary DNS IP information on real-time information and request information automatically delivered to the device by DNS policy by setting your browser to block illegal. The normal browser for a normal approach can access the hack to block and prevent breaches expected in advance.
Figure 10. System Operating Diagram
Method designed in this paper, it is a form of integrated Domain Host to search method and Intrusion Prevention System unlike the solution of existing. Therefore, a variety of problems and worries of existing information security system fake phishing damage domain approach, disclosure of personal information by users unwittingly install the zombie damage and the secondary & tertiary infections damage due to harmful files utilizing protocols that are operating on existing development is intended to solve the problem.
In this paper, we designed that simulation was performed based on the DNS Control Firewall. As shown in the simulation results, it shows an average of 14% of abnormal packets. As a result, DNS information is proposed in this paper, the control method for linkage techniques is the way to solve fundamentals. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the client control system designed for infringement blocking system development. In order words, infected with harmful files on your computer by using a user-centered information systems development and security through the design of a control system using DNS control firewall client access to the site randomly for acts that can block the underlying solving techniques.
For this purpose, the client control system design was classified as Dynamic intrusion prevention system module design, Embedded domain name service system module design, interlocking DNS service module design and Cert & Analysis module design. The future, the information security market, through various forms of user authentication, service access, and control method is applied in the form of market will be blocked with the proposed configuration of the DNS server modules are to be analyzed infringement of user-centered system to take advantage of the core technologies of the information security market.
Finally, in this paper, we designed simulation was performed based on the DNS Control Firewall. As shown in the simulation results, it show an average of 14% of abnormal packets. As a result, DNS information is proposed in this paper, the control method for linkage techniques is the way to solve fundamentals.
